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The research activity has been primarily directed
towards the d.evelopment of a vehicl-e sensor to obtain
traff íc parameters such as vehicle cou-nt, speed- and
vehicle identification. In order to have an appreciation
of the technique adopted., a review of the more prominent
approaches in traffic monitoring and control- systems are
made in chapter 1. chapter 2 provid-es an appraisal of
the various vehicle detectors in terms of their ability
to meet the requirements of the more ad.vanced traffic
control- systems.
The vehicl_e sensor selected" for the i-nvestigation
consists of two coil-s spaced- apart with a common axis and
l-ocated- in the road. Surface, orthogonal to the direction
of travel of the vehicl-e. The operating principle is
based. on the fact that j-f one coil is energised. by an
alternating current source then as a vehicle approaches the
Sensor, eddy currents aTe induced in the und-ercarriage.*
lhe magnetic fiel-d created by these currents resul-t in a
change in the induced voltage in the second coil.
Experimental- observations have indicated that a constant
parameter can be obtained. in terms of the change in the
induced- vottage and the distance of the vehicle from the
Sensor. This parameter has been fou:rd, to be independ.ent of
the riormal variabl-es expected in ttafft-c situations, and is
used to construct a mathematical- model for determination of
the vehicl-e speed. Through the anal-ysis of actual data
col-l-ected. from several- vehicles, it has further been
* usage of this term includes the whole of the undenside of the vehicle
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demonstrated that good speed prediction is possibl-e using
the output of this single sensor
The report al-so embodies an id-entification technique
based on the length and. the characteristic signature of a
vehicl-e derived. from the sensor output.
[he economies associated- with many traffic control
and. surveillance systems are general-1y d-etermined by
vehicl-e sensors. The concept presented in this report
represents an attempt to solve some of the known problems
and- provid-e an economical- solution for speed- measurements,
count and. vehicle id.entification ( itt terms of vehicl-e
grouping)*using a single vehicle sensor.
* by vehicle group it is meant vehicles of the same make and model
vii
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IIST OF PRINCIPIE STMBOLS
= radius of a circu]ar coil- (m) 
o
= cross sectional area of a circular coil (m')
= mâgnetic vector potential
= þ - component of the magnetic vector potential
= magnetic fl-ux d.ensity
BprBørB" = c.yli-nd.erical components of the magnetic flux d.ensity
B"rBe rBØ = spherical- components of the magnetic flux d-ensity
d^ = d.isp]-acement of cond.ucting surface from centre ofc
S
H"rHe,HØ
H__,H__,H_ = rectangular components of the magnetic fiel-d. intensityx' y' z
H__. = x component of the magnetic field- at the receiver duexl-
to the image
rr component of the magnetic fiel-d at the receiver duerrxt- /L
to the transmitter


















= vehicl-e l-ateral d.iSplacement
= d-istance between vehicle sensor and vehi-cl-e
= effective d-istance of sensor
= frequency (Ur)
= coil to conducting surface spacing ( "t)
= mâSnetic fiel-d intensity
= spherical components of the magnetic fiel-d- intensity
çza-r*)z
Ki = NA"I{-lom
t¿ = induct-i-ve loop vehicle d.etectr.'r length
f" = (1p-1d)
1* = vehlcle lengthm
1*u= rrEJectricalrt length of vehicl-e
f, = assigned average'vehicle length
1- = effective electrical length of inductive loopp
I = l-ensth of ferrite rod
fsd= separation between two inductive loops
I
x
inductance of a coil- in the presensce of a conducting
surface
loop d.etector inductance
self inductance of a coil
mutual inductance between two coils
number of turns
number of vehicles
density (vehic-l es per kilometre)
speed- constant
vol-ume (vehicles Per hour)




speed (kilometres per hour)
vehicle speed
vehj-c1e speed using double looPs
vehicl-e speed. using single inductive loop
estimated. speed
time to travel-
using single j-nd.uctive looP
time the ind.uctive Ìoop is occupied.
voltage across a coil
induced. voltage change in a receiver coil
a coj-1 in the Presence ofresul-tant induced. voltage in
a cond-ucting surface
maximum value of Vn
peak to peak induced voltage 1n receiver coil
V peak to peak transmitter voltage
Tx
Wp = total- sensor length
= angular frequencY (rad./sec.)
= spacing between transmitter and receiver coils
= simul-ated Plate length















































re ctqngular co-ord.inate s
spherical co-ord j-nates
cl-ind.erical- co-ord.inates
permeability of a material
permeability of a free space





















d¡¡, = mod-ified slope
2O'ã = variance of D
2y; variance of Yn
ep = angle of i-ncl-i-ne






In recent years reports on traffic control
1'20
systems have been numerous. The objectives of
many of the investigations have been to evaluate
not only the behaviour of the systems according
to some performance crlteria, but al-so provid-e
justification in terms of reliabil-itY, maintenance
and- economlcs.
The present research has been primarily
concerned- with the development of a vehicle
sensor to obtaln traffic parameters such as
vehicl-e count, speed, length and- classif ication.
However, in order to have an appreciation of tltis
approach, it is consid.ered. useful- to review the





1 .2 TRAFFIC CONTROI SYSÎEIVIS
There are two basic types of traffic control-
systems: pretimed- and- traffic - t"t,r.tIÍl
The pretimed systems are prì-marily used, for d-own-
town urban-area streets, where the daii-y traffic
patterns are wel-l- known. Such systems are gradu-
a1J-y being replaced by the traffic-actuated oontrols,
the operation of which, d.epends on traffic parameters
obtained- from vehicle detectors.
Consequently, many researchers have d-irected.
their activities toward-s the d-evelopment of traffic
actuated. control- systems in terms of feed.back path
and. have followed two dlrections.
The first l-ooks for car-borne equipm"åT'I" the
form of an information system whereby traffic and
safety information is conveyed. to the motorists by
radio and by variable signal panels in the vehicle.
The complexities and. probl-ems with such systems are
well known and- various proposals are being eval-uated .
The second approach is the traffic responsive
contro] system and. surveil-l unl"'"'.u To improve the
traffic situation, the d-river is required to make
educated d.ecisions based on the information displayed
by variabl-e message sì-gns. Fig 1.1 shows a typical
system currently under investigation by N.V. Philips




















") Variabl-e message sign ind icating lane change.









In this system f or example, the l-ane change is
ind-icated by an arrow, followed by a signal
indicating lane closure. Alternatively, in
the case of a traffic jam, the tail of the i¿rm
is indicated. by the all-owable speed limit.
As the trafftc jam grows, the image moves to the
tef t. The visual- i-nf ormation conveyed to the
driver provides an early warning of a possible
traffic j.am. The driver, (consi-d-ered, as part of
a feed-back loop) i" required- to take the necessary
corrective measures in accordance with the displayed-
signal, to maintain the smooth flow.
Such systems in general are based on those
parameters which reflect the overal-l flow character-
istics, such as vol-ume (vehi-cles per hour per lane),
d-ensity (vehicl-es per l-ane per Kilometre) and mean
speed (Kilometres per hour).
1 ,3 FUNDAMEIVTAIS OF TRAFFIC MOVM4ENT ON FREEI\IAYS
[he traffic on freeways und-er unif orm cond.itions,
i. e. all- vehicles j-n a section travelling at the same
speed and. equal spacLng, can be described in terms
of continum variabl-es associated with fl-uid mechanics
29
flow. Lighthitl and l{hitham in 1954, developed a
model- on this basis and proposed the identity







. A typical vol-ume-d-ensity curve which refl-ects
many of the properties of road traffic is shown in
Fig 1.2. For example if the observed. vol-ume is
e1, then the density may be either at P1 or p2 which
represents two d.iff erent traff ic cond.itions.
The capacity of the freeway (tfre maximum sustained
vol-ume of vehicl-es which can pass a point) is
d.etermined by the turnì-ng poínt represented- by Cp.
Since density gives the tque measure of the state
of freeway at a given time, it is a vital- el-ement
for traffic control.
Ax additional factor which contributes in the
understand-ing of the traffic fl-ow on a freeway is
32-33
the speed-volume characteristics as shown in Fig 1.7
Enpirical and- theoretical studies have ind-icated
that f or normal f l-ow, traf f ic volume d.ecreases with
increasing speeds. At a point of maximum volume,
fl-ow becomes unstabl-e and eventualÌy turns into a
forced fl-ow. This resul-ts in the simultaneous
d.ecrease of the volume and. speed.
The identity given in Eq. 1.1 is the basic
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Fig. 1.3 Speed - Vol-ume Characteristics
1
1.4 TRAFFIC MODEIS
The traffic on a freeway is generally charact-
34-35
erised in terms of macroscopic or microscopic model-s.
In developing a representation of traffic on a free-
way.segment, several- Kil-ometres j-n length for several
hours, the main objective is concerned with gross
features of traffic such as volume, density, speed.,
and average travel time . Mod el-s d eveloped with
this objective in mind need only provide an accurate
representation of these parameters and. are generally
termed- macroscopi-c mod-els.
Although accurate measurements of traffic param-
eters over the entire J-ength of the freeway and- know-
led.ge of the proper control- action for any given set
of traffic cond.itions are still- rel-atively limited,
several authors have formul-ated various schemes on
the data obtained from vehicle detectors placed- at
regular j-ntervals on the freeway.
Gazís and Knapptu developed a model-l-ing technique
for estimating the number of vehicl-es on a secti-on
of freeway from speed and- flow measurements at the
entrance and. exit points of a section. From the
estimate of the travel- time a rough measure of
d.ensity was obtalned. Á-n al-ternative approach
37
\À/as taken by Mikhalkin where the occupancy (tfre
percentage of time the d.etector is activated. by
ii:.e vehicl-e d,uring a given period ) was utilized in
B
pl-ace of section density. Although the approach
was simple and. the technique could readily be
implemented , the resul-tant speed estimates were
38 39
highly unreliabl-e. Nahi and Trivedie applied
the modern estimation theory concept and- presented
an improved- mod.elJ-ing technique which provides
simul-taneous estimation of traffic parameters such
as section density and speed. based. on various





above techniques provid.e a means to accomp-
ob j ectives :
pred.ict traffic cond-itions
ind.icate congestion.
However there are situations, particularly in
incident detection, id.entificatj-on and. tracking
schemes, where detailed. representation of traffic
flow down to the level where individual- vehicles
are concerned-, is required-. These mod-el-s are
known as mlcroscopi-c models and are extremely
useful tcols in stud.ying problems concerned with
relatively short lengths of the freeway and for
reJ-ati-vely short period.s of time.
9
1.5 IDENTIFICATION
consid.erabl-e effort has al-so been expend.ed- in
recent years to d-evelop automatic vehicle identification
40-48
and. classification sYstems. The main Purpose has been
thg individual detection of a selected. vehicle.
A common requirement of such systems is that the vehicle
requiring identification be equipped with a transpond'er
which may be either a passive cod-ed. or an a"titrJnu¡it
capable of sending out a cod-ed signal. When the vehicle
comes within the range of an interrogator, the code is
read- and. the vehicle id.entification is obtained.
1 ..6 SYSTUVI IMPLEI{m{TATION
Since vehicl-e detectors are slcw speed devices
the information obtained, from d.etectors at the
entrance and exits of a secti-on is processed,
initial-l-y by a loca1 processor, before being trans-
mltted, to a central processor for the overaÌl co-
ord.inat j-on plan. A typical- approach to the
.implementation of a traffic control-l-er is shown by
the block d-iagram of Fig. 1.4. In such arrangements
the variabl-e message sign can take various forms,






Fig. 1.4 A Typical Representation of A Traffic Monitoring and- Control- System
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the performance of the system
accuracy of d.ata obtained. from
Therefore vehicfe detectors
link between the vehicle and the
The blocks
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REVIEW OF VEHIC]-,E SENSORS
2.1 INTRODUCTION
A vehicl-e sensor can be defined as a special
d_etector which not only provid.es information regard-
ing the status ( presence or passage) of a vehicle,




requirements and the d-esired- accuracies
Table 2.1 .of vehicle sensors are shown in
51- 51
Barker mad.e a d,etail-ed- comparative stud-y of
various d-etectors such as magnetic, magnetometer,
pressure, inductive 1oop, sonic and ".a.l.to
55
Ziol-kowski and. Tsao investigated. an al-ternati-ve scheme
using near-field. (freq. SOOKHz) and directional
(freq. 3 GHz) antennae buried- in the road surface'
The results of these investigations are shown in
Tabl-e 2.2. lhis is an extension of Barkerts findings
and- ind.icate the performance of the detectors in terms
of the relative acceptance criteria d.efined by: good. (C)'





















Ac c el-erati on
2/" error for 9O/"
of the time
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Tabl-e 2.1 Basic Requirements of Vehicle Sensor
(a) Accuracy requirements in terms of traffic
parameters
(b ) trvironmental- conditions
This inflormation u,as prepared by the Bureau of Public
Roads and Federal Highuay Adninistration -
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Table 2.2(a) A Comparative Stud-y of Vehicle Detectors
DETECTORS I NSTALLATI ON
Pressu re
Installed llush u.rith the road surlace in a 2 metre by
45cm by J0cm excavated trench sealed u-rith concrete
Mag net ic
lYounted flush uith road surflace in 5cm by 50cm slot or
slid into a 5cm diameter nonmetallic conduit in a bored
hole flrom roadside not more than fOcm belou t,he pavenent
surîace
M ag neto meter
InstaÌled in a 5cm dianeter by 25cn deep hole in
pavement surface uith l0 metre nominal lead length
Rada r
Mounted on a pole in overhead or sidefire position
Son ic
Mounted on a pole in overhead or sidefj-re position
lnd u ct ive
Loop
1-5 turn of insulated no. 14 gauge uire
rectangular slot 0.5cm ulide by 0 ' 5-5cm
pavement surface. Loop size varies lrom
2 metre by 3D metre, uith 200 metre
installed in a
deep cut into the
1 metre sq. to
maximurn lead
An ten na
f * 300 KHz
(HED)
The near-îield Horizontal Electric dì-pole (HfO) is
constructed flrom a coaxiaf cable and installed in a slot
2cn by 10cm deeP cut in the lane
Antenna
f * 3GHz
The antenna -is seated in a pod of 10cm by 20cm and 2cm
deep
15
Tabl_e 2.2(b) Instal-lation Technique f or the various
Vehicle Detectors
16
Àlthough this type of assessment depends on the usersl
judgement, the technique provid-es a basis f or the
d.evelopment of a figure of merit which can be used- as
a guid.e f or comparison.
. From the various vehicl-e detectors d-evel-oPed, no
singJ-e detector is avail-able which fulfil-ls al-l the
requirements of the modern traffic monitoring system.
56-58
However one of these, the ind-uctive loop, has been
accepted as an interim solution because of its rel-iab-
19,59
ility and" economic ad.vantage. Therefore, the follow-
ing section outl-ines the basic concepts associated-
with this approach and reviews the relative merits and
the limitations in terms of vehicl-e d.etection, speed
measurement and cl-as sif ication .
2.2 BEHAVIOUR OF A COII IN PROXIMITY OF A CONDUCÎING SURFACE
When a coil carrying a time-varying current is
placed- in the proximity of a conducting surf ace, ed.dy
currents are induced- in that surface. Subsequently,





inductance lo of a loop conductor of
60- 6,|








aa4 ( )2k 2
( za-r-)
e. = radius of loop
4r"= rad"ius of wire
K(k) = complete elliptic integral- of the first
kind-
E(k) = complete elliptic integral of the second
kind
ldhen the coil- is placed near a cond.ucting surface,
its imped.ance is modified. This change can be thought
to be caused by the presence of an image coil as shown
in Fig. 2.1. The modified. inductance can be obtained
62
by applying Newmanrs equation for mutual inductance.
d1 dt-




\,{here d.f " and d--f-. are differential- elements of lengtht¿
about the actual and" the image loops respectively.
The inductance of the coil may be written as




I ¿a- + ( 2rr)











Fig. 2,1 Geometry of the coil and- its image with respect
to a conducting PÌane.
19
The second term in Eq . (2.3) is the change in
inductance of the coil- caused by the proximity of
a cond.ucting surface. This is il-lustrated. in Fig.
2,2 as a function of the spacing h, for a given freq-
uency and- coil stze.
The negative sign in Eq. (2.7) implies that the
reflected. reactance becomes more capacitive as the
spaci-ng h is reduced.
The imped.ance bridge shown in Fig. 2.7 was used
f or the measurement of the coil- ind-uctance. For
values of h> 5cm good. correl-ation was obtained. bet-
ween the computed and the experimental resul-ts '
2.3 INDUCTIVE IOOP DETECTORS
The change in the inductance of the loop d.ue to
the presence of a vehicl_e has been implemented in
63
several- designs. The various configurations such as
the brid.ge balance, self -turiing and phase shift systems
consist of a loop of one or two turns of wire and-
approximateJ-y 1 -2 metres square, f ocated- horizontalty
in the road- surface. The loop is enetgLzed. by an
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Fig.
Loop to Conclucting Surface Spacing h(cm)
PLot of Change in Refl'ecbed Reactance of a
Coil- as a Function of Spacing h, in the




I Pt¿te 150cm.x 1,2cm'xcm. o- = 3.5x1
2mm.
0' mhos/m




































R¡ = LooP Resistance
L¡ - Loop lnductance
a = l$cm.


























2.3 .1 The Bridge Balance Detector
A typical configuration for a brid.ge - bal-ance
loop d.etector is shown in Fig. 2.+. The combined
lnductance of the loop I-\ and the lead-in cable I,d
form one teg of the brid.ge whll-e the other leg is
comprised of a fixed. reference ind.uctor l* having
simil-ar characteristics as the loop-cab1e combinat-
ion. Presence of a vehicl-e causes a d-ecrease in
the ind.uctance of the loop which resul-ts in an un-
bal-anced vol-tage being generated.. SubsequentJ-yt
this is detected and. processed.
The main ad-vantage of this arrangement is its
insensitivity to changes in the frequency of the
excitation source.
The major drawback is the inability of the ref-
erence inductor to follow the changes in inductances
of the loop and- the lead.-in cabl-e, caused by tenper-
ature and- humidity variations.
2.3.2 Self-Tuning loop Detector
This technique uses the loop as part of a
parallel resonant tank cj-rcuit which automaticalJ-y
ad justs a voltage-control-l-ed oscill-ator (VCO) to a
pred-etermined- frequency relative to resonant
frequency of a tank circuit. A vehicl-e in the













40 KHz< f < 100 KHz
Fig. 2.4 Vehicl-e Detector using Brid.ge-Bafance Technique.
ind.uctance of the ì-oop, which in turn changes the
frequency of the tank from f., to f Z. this is
refl-ected as a voltage change in the tank circuit,
a d-elayed. version of which is applied to the VCO.
The d.elay circuit compensates for slow changes in
the characteristics of the loop and- the l-ead-in
cable resul-ting from variations in temperature and-
humidity. lhis arrangement is shown in Fig. 2.5.
24
fhe main advantage of
that no f iel-d ad justments
install-ati-on phase.
this configuration is
are necessary d.uring the
2.3.3 Phase Shift looP Detector
In this configuration the loop and the l-ead-in
cabl-e in conjunction with a tuning capacitor form
a resonant tank circuit. The phase of the voltage
in the loop tank cj-rcuit is being continually compared-
with the phase of the signal derived- from the oscillat-
or. Presence of a vehicle detures the circuit which
causes a change in phase of voltage appearing across
the tank circuit. Fig . 2.6 shows the circui-t






















2.5 Self Tuning I,oop Detector
(a) Circuit Configuration
(b) Resonant curves






















D" = distance between two points
ts= time to travel- the d-istanc" D"
In a number of traffic monitoring systems
ind-uctive l-oops are used. for speed. measurements.
2.+.1 Sing1e Loop Techni-que
In systems where the accuracy of the speed inform-
atj-on is non critical-, â single inductive loop
d-etector j-s implemented- for speed. estimations.
The expression d efining the speed in terms of
loop length lU and vehicl-e length I, as shown in
Fig 2.8, is given by
f
m


















vehicte at ì6= 0.
FrG 2.8 (a)
o/p çorresponding toore"r" section of
vehicte at l¿.
w








Eq. (2.5) ""sumes 
that the length of the vehicle
is known. To overcome this limitationr an average
length Ç which is deternined experimentally, 
is
assigned_ to the vehicl-e. It is f ound- that I, is
dependent on the highway, J-ocation of the detector,
and tlme of the day.
A typical characteristic associated with a
particular section of the highttlo tn terrns of vehicl-e
count a]]d length is shown in Fig. 2,9. The average










I = leneth associated with the im¡ vehicl-e.




s I ur" . . . 
(2.1)
1o obtain an indication of the speed error when
f, is used in place of lm, we differentiate Eq' (2'5)
to obt.ain
A Ssl A fro
Ss1 - lr+l.
where
Âf, = I, f, ."(2'9)
This is pl-otted- j-n Fig. 2.10 as a function of the












Fig. 2 .9 Typical- Characteristics of
























Fig. 2.1O Percent, speed. Error as a function of Average







2,+.2 Doubl-e LooP Technique
The vehicl-e speed. derived using Eq. (2.7 ) is
highly unrel-aib1e for most traffic monitoring
applications. The accuracy is improved by using
two loops spaced a distance fsd apart.
This configuration is shown in Fig. 2,11.




sd = Separation between the loops
and
D
of the outputs of the loops.
A number of systems avoid- duplication of the
equipment by using double loops at strategic locat-
ions for calibration purposes, followed by single
19loopJ. By equating expressions (2.5) and (2.1O)
the length of the vehicle is
l5-\ r" ...(2.11)rt = fsd'tçl - 'd\ "1
This information is then used by the single loop
detectors for speed.'measurement. A typical

























Fig. 2.12 Physical layout of Doubl-e Cal-ibratlng
I-,oops followed by Single Loops for Speed
and. Length Measurements
t5
difficul-ty encountered. with thisThe main
approach ís
calibration






The sinusoidal signal associated with the in-
d.uctive loop produces a magnetic field-, the effective
sLze of which is slightly larger than the l-oop length
ld. This is d,emonstrated. j-n Fig. 2.13 where the
change in inductance L" is plotted. as a function of
the distance (D) of a steel plate from the inductive
loop. The mod-ified loop length l^ can be expressed
P
d,ù
. . . (2.12)I p I + 1d
where 1" is found
and. is d.epend.ant
turns, height and-
to be in the range of 20cm -




The vehicl-e spacing (expressed in terms of time)
is variable with vol-ume and in 90 percent of the
cases, is greater than one """orrä. Therefore, the
output of the ind.uctive J-oop provides an accurate
ind.ication of the vehicle count for most of the
traffíc cond-itions. However d.uring a traffic jam,
the spacing between vehicles becomes comparabl-e with
the modified loop length In which may resuft in the
loop being occupied" by two vehicles simultaneously,thus
giving an incorrect count output.
Normatized j


































Fig. 2.13 Inductive loop Characteristics
(a) Normalized. imped.ance change as a fwrction
of approach distance Ð
' , (b) Physical Layout
7'7/t
¿.o CT,ASSIFICATION
Thilo and Drebingeia used the vehicl-e length
and the undercarriage height as the cri-teria for
vehicl-e cl-assification. The length was measured
using double 1oops, while the urtdercarriage height
was estimated from measurement of the maximum val-ue
of the change in the j-nd.uctance of the loop.
In this way they were able to provid.e a rough ind-ication
of the cl-assi-fication, such as sedans, trucks or
commercial- vehi-cles .
The main d-rawback is with vehicles whj-ch cover only
part of the loop. FÍg . 2.14 indicat"Jot typical
inductance change of a loop as a function of helght for
several vehicle d-isplacement values. Thus partial
coverage of the loop results in inaccurate height
estimation which leads to wrong cl-assj-fication. Problems
are al-so encountered when magnitude of transmitted signal
is varied- due to environmental changes.
2,7 CONCIUSIONS
From the d.iscussions so f ar, it is apparent that
the vehicl-e detectors avail-abl-e commercially do not
ful-fil the requirements of the modern traffic monitoring
systems specified in Tabl-e 2.1 . The obvious install--
ation problems associated with the overhead- vehj-cl-e
.sensors 



















Fig. 2.14 Typical fnd-uctance Change as a Function of Und,er-








those instal-l-ed in the road- surf ace. lhe ability
of a detector to d.iscriminate between closely
fol-lowing vehicles and. vehicles j-n the ad'jacent
lanes is al-so arr essential- factor which requires
careful- consideration. The dimensions of the
s'ensor also need. attention in order to avoid- the
weakenirtg of the road. surface structure.
Fínall-y, from economics consid.eration of traffic
systems , it is d.esirabl-e to have only oRe sensor per
l-ane to obtain the relevant traffic data such as
count, status, speed. and- id-entification.
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CI_IAPTEIì 3
COUPLED COIIS DETECTION TECHNIQUE
7.1 INTRODUCTION
lhe requírements of the modern traffic monitoring
systems in conjunction with analysis of the various
vehicle d.etectors, âS d-iscussed in previous chapterst
provid.ed the basis for the development of a vehicle
66- 67'sensor using coupled coils. This technique was'
adopted because of the simplicity of construction.
In this arrangement two coils are spaced apart
with a common axis. One coil- (Tr) is energLzed. by a
time-varying current source, resulting in an induced-
voltage in the second coil- (R*). The geometry of the
coil-s and the equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. 1.1 .
When the coil-s are placed" in the proximity of
conducting material, edd.y currents are induced in
65,68
material. The magnetic field created. by these
currents is in opposition to the applied. fiel-d and
hence the average fiel-d in the cond-uctor can be
approximated. to the val-ue of the applied magnetic
This resul-ts in a change in the ind-uced voltage in
receiver t ãL analytical sol-ution to which may be











































3.2 DERIVATION OF THE INDUCED VOITAGE IN lHE RECEIVER
69
COII IN THE PROXIMITY OF A CONDUCT]NG SURFACE
The ind.uced voJ-tage in the receiver coil R*
ín the presence of arr interface, can be d-erived by
considering the interface aS an infinite cond-uctì-ng
pJ_ane. The change in the induced- voltage can then
be represented. in terms of an image coif situated- at
Z - 2h. The geometry of the co-ord'inate system
used- is shown in Fig. 3.2.
The components of the magnetic flux density'of"o*
Append.ix I is found from the magnetic vector potent-
ial Ã. Thus
VxÃ = E ...(3.1)
grvr-ng
P NIAC






uø 0 . . .(3.4)
Now we can obtain directly the magnetic field
































Geometry of Co-ordinate SYstem
(a) in terms of XZ plane
(b) in terms of XYZ axis
Fig. 3.2
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The x component of the magnetic fiel-d' as shown
in Fig . 3.2 can be written as
H = HCose-H^Sine-*x --r--- u . . .Ø.e¡
' Substituting equations (3.'2), (Z.l) and (7.5) in
equation Ø.e) *" obtai-n the magnetic f ield at the
receíver coil, written as
Hx 5Co s e1
I ...(7.7)
where
m = NIA. þ" - . .(z .e)
Ac= area of coil- with radius a
Here p" is used as an effective permeability when a ferrite rod is
introduced into the coj-l. The value 6f ilr depends on the rnaterì-al"
geometry and permeability. For coils of elli.psoiclaJ- shape it.
c¿rn be obtainecl using the theory of denegyetizat).on factofl tr'or




(+n 2 ...(3,1o¡I_ +x )
'Ihus , the magnetic fiel-d. H
coil- is
, Here we have assumed. that
due to the transmitterxt
Hxt ...(3.11''
a <(x . . .(2. tz¡
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where
e = radi-us of coil-









' ' '(t 't1¡
...(3.14)
. . .(=.s ¡
.. .(7.16)
The i-nd-uced- vol-tage V in a coil- in terms of
62
the magnetic vector Ã is d-efined- by
A. d1
= -¡wA"i$
where Jis any surf ace with Çu= its boundry and'
el-ement d-l-.
.,'. -- bv- òt
For a loop having N turns, EQ.
to
v - -¡wNA"HF




Therefore from Eq. (t.ll ) and Eq. (=.ll ) trre












' ' '(t 't9¡Ki = NAow ¡¿n
:l,:o= permeability of f ree sPace
similarly the ind_uced voltage vn in the receiver
d.ue to the image coil from Eq. (=.lS ) and
(l .ll ) can be exPressed as
K oL 2
À










The resul_tant induced voltage v* in the recej-ver
coil j-s given bY
.. .(=.zt¡








The important f,actor associated with Eq. (S.Zl¡ is
that only V.. in the expression conveys any useful
P
information. Therefore the main task i-s to examine
the behaviour of vn as a function of various external-
parameters suçh as coil spacing x, interface height ht




BEHAVIOUR OF IMAGE VOLTAGE AS A FUNCT]ON OF COIL
SPACING AND INTERFACE HEIGHT
The change Un in the induced. voltage V* in
the receiver coil- due to the presence of a conductj-ng
pl-ate defined- by Eq.. (=.ZO¡ is shown in Fig. 7.3, as
a function of interface height h for several val-ues
of coil- separation x. The numerator of Eq..(7.2O)
provid-es the basis for an important rel-ationship
between x and h which can be written in terms of an
inequality
1
x>(2)2.Y, . . . (3.27)
The constraint defined by Eq., (3.23) ensures that the
magnitude of the image voltage Un is positive for ease
of processing.
THE EFFECT OF FINITE CONDUCTIVITY OF THE INTERFACE
ON THE IMAGE VOITAGtr
The mod-el defined- by Eq.. (S.ZO¡ to describe the
change in the induced voltage Vp in the receiver
coil- is based. on the assumption that the interface
is a perfect electrical conductor, (i.e.æ=æ).
However in practice we d.o not have perfect cond.uctors,
but the material-s we are concerned with such as
aluminium and steel have large conductivities, so that
at relatively high frequencies, negligible error is
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as a Function of Height thr for variousRX
spacings rxr.
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compared- with the skin d-epth 5". Here by high
frequency we mean one that yield-s a val-ue of skin
depth that is smal-l compared with the cond.uctor
d-imensions. The skin aeptåa can be expressed' as
(meter) ...(3.2+)
where
y= conductivity of material (mohs/meter)
)f, = permeabilitY of material
and_ can be defined. as the d.istance the wave propagates
in ord-er to d.ecay by aÍt amount "-1 . Therefore 
as d
tends to infinity, 6s approaches zero. This implies
that the time-varying electromagnetic field d-ecays
infiniteÌy fast and cannot penetrate the cond.uctor.
I'ig. 7.4 shows the skin depths l, for steel and
aluminium as a function of f requency. The cond-uctor
can be shown to be characterised. aS a bound-ary surface
exhibiting a surface imped.ance the resistivSz part of
which is given bY
R^ =+ oTn/square ...(3-25)__s 
5=u
For aluminlum and. steel- (zo+) at 100KHz the val-ues are
_ñ -/9.3x10-rohm and- 4.8x10 *ohm respectively. For
reasonabl-y good- conductor, R= is smal-l and. for al-l-
practÍcal purposes the field. in front of the cond.uctor
































To substantiate the theoretical approximations
und.er the assumed id-eal cond.itions, an experimental
sensor as illustrated. in Fig. 3.5, was developed-.
A'test set-u.p, which consisted Òf a wooden frame
with ad justable guide rail-s as shown in Fig. 3.6,
r¡/as constructed-. Two metal plates ( atuminium and
steel-) having d.ifferent conductivities were used.
the resul-tant characteristics of the plates are
shown in Tabl-e 3.1 .
3.5.1 Magnitud.e of Image Voltage
The ind.uced: voltage Vn was initial-ly set to a
X
predetermined. value by controlling the current in the
transrnitter coil-. A ltotizontal plate was then
introduced above the sensor and- the value of Vn(mV)
was noted as a function of height h( cm) for three
val_ues of induced. voltage Vo (mV). The experimentalttx
resul-ts are shown in Tabl-e 3.2 f or two val-ues of coil-
spacing x.
The computed resul-ts for V* = 5OOmV obtained-
x
^ from Fig. 7.3 are al.so includ.ed- for comparison.
The computed. val-ues' are in agreement with those












Copper Coil err I te Rod
4302 020 35401 ( PhitiPs Etcoma )
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El-ectrical and. magnetic characteristics
Dimensions of set a







A1 15o 42 ctr
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A1 90 42 2q
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X 100 250 500
Experiment Çornputed krror "
6
.70 21 .6 40.1 +1 .5 1 .40
12 5.7 1 4.7 28.1 29.7 1 .60
1B 3.1 8.6 16 .B 17.8 1 .00
(¡)
Table 7.2 Image Voltage Characteristic" Vp as a function
. of h( cm) V**(mV)
(a) x = 45cm
(b) x = 60cm
ìt
R
x 100 250 500
Exper¡ment Computcd Error *
6 1B .7 46.2 86.7 90.0 7.70
12 o7 25.O 47 .7 50. B 3.60
1B 7,8 11 7 20.4 21 .g 1 .5o
* Error . (Computed - Experimental)
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3.5 .2 Ratío Test
The val-ues of Un obtained experimentalJ-y as







Vn Pn+ i ll=1 ¿ 7./t
where




= image voltage with interface height set
toh n+l
Values for R are il-lustrated. in Tabl-e 7,3 f orn, 
rn
V
three val-ues of V* and. two coil spacings. The
X
experimental and computed resul-ts are in close agree-
ment for V* set at 5OOrnV.
x
The notabl-e feature of Rn is its constancy
1rn
wj-th variations of Vn which is conslstant with Eq..(7.2O)
X











Rf, as a Function of VO
flrn x

















Iìx¡rcrinrcrri Cotrtpuf ed E rrcrr +
-o.o3n=2 1 .19 1 .47 1 .4s 1 .40
n=3 2.55 2 51 2.79 t77 -0.06
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3.6 CONCIUSIONS
The mod.elling technique adopted for the
representation of the change in the induced- voltage
in the receiver coil- due to the presence of a
conducting surface has provided. resul-ts which are
in agreement with those obtained. experimentally.
the mod.el has further provided. a suita'ole means for
establ-ishing a rel-ationship between the sensor
length and the sensor to lnterface spacing. This
is an important factor when variations in the
undercarriage of the various vehicles are considered.*
The similarity of the experimental- resul-ts
obtained. when using aluminium and steel plates having
different conductivities, is not surprising. This
is mainly d-ue to the surface resistivity of the two
material-s which are in the same order.
Although at first sight the flat conducting
surface shows littfe resemblence to the complex nature
of the vehicl-ets urrdercarriage, the assumption serves
as a suitabl-e means to explore the behaviour of the
change in i-nduced. voltage írt terms of the changes
in the various parameters encountered i-n practice.
Examination of the undercarriage associated with ?6 different vehicles
indi.cated a range of 15cm to 65cm. }nly 1Ú" of the vehicles considered




IMAGTE VOITAGE BEHAVIOUR AS A FUNCTION OF DISTANCE FROM
A MOVING PLATE
4.1 EXPERIMENTAI HARDV.IARE
To explore the existance of any notable feature
associated with the image voltage Vp, the test set up
described in section 7.5 was mod.ifj-ed such that the
motion of a plate over the sensor could. be controlled-
in both the horizontal and the vertical planes.
The d-istance D between the sensor and the plate
as shown in Fig. 4.1 was assigned a negative value
for an approaching plate whi-l-e a Teceding plate was
given a positive value.
The transmitter coil- T, was energízed. by a IOOKHz
time-varying current source, while the output of the
receiver was monitored as a steef plate approached the
sensor.
Fig. 4,2 shows the image voltage characteristics
V- as a function of the d,istance D(cm) for a horizontalp
steel- plate , f or several values of plate heì-ght h( cm)


























































dc = 0 cm.
6 = 0 deg,
w¡: = 55 cm.
































,;;"" D(cm)û(Fig.4.z(") Behaviour of the Image Voltage Vo (mV) as a Functi






















Xp = 150 cm
Yp = /-r2 cm



















Vr^,= B6.t ve^"1+l {o.'ñB





















Behaviour o1 the Image Voltage
for several Ualues of Height h
(rV) as a Function of Distance D(cm)







The image voltage characteristics shown 1n
Fig. 4..2 were examined against several criterla.
The similarity of the shape of the Vn and- D curves
shown in Fig. +,2 provi-d-ed- the basis for the derivation
of a paraneter, the value of whj-ch was found- to be
ind-epend.ant of interface height h and- the initial
ind.uced, voltage Vo This parameter is designated-ttx





un,n = maxlmum val-ue of image vortage
= slope of the linear regi-on of the Vn v Do<
curves.
4.2.1 Derj-vation of P Using llnear Regression Techni-que
To obtain a straight l-ine of best fit for the
linear regj-on of Up versus D curves, the l-bast-
7l
squares l-inear regression anal-ysis was used. The










T = coruel-ation coefficientc
: variance of the V valuesp
2
6"6 = varianqe of the D val-ues.





1P- D dv T ...(4.3)c
Derlvation of Eq. (+.2¡ and Eq. (4.3) are given in
Append.ix II.
Eq. (+.1) was used- to obtain val-ues of P as shown in
Tabl-e 4.1 for several- values of plate height h and.
induced. vol-tage VR , using the Vo versus D character-
X
istics of Fig. 4.2
6'
V ('v)
h( cm) 25o 500





Tabl-e +.1 Val-ues of P as a Function of Plate Height h(cm)




Although several authors have provided various
techniques for the derivation of the magnetic field
associated, with a coil- carrying a time-varying
current in the proximity of a conducting """rJåJt, no
reporting has been noted regard.ing the characteristics
of the magnetic fiel-d as a function of d.istance D.
In the absence of such an analysis, a very primitive
modelling technique based on a moving image concePt,
was developed . Due to the obvi o us short comings of
the model, it is incl-uded in Append j-x III purely as
a possible guid.e for future work.
4.4 PHASE CHARACTERISTICS
The phase relationship between the transmitter
and the receiver coils was al-so examined and found to
be in quadrature. Since no new j-úformati-on was




EVALUATION OF PARAMETER P
5.1 .1
5.1 INTRODUCTION
The experimental procedure developed in Chapter 4
was extended such that the behaviour of the image
voltage V- could be evaluated as a function of the
v
approach angle nn and" incl-ine angle 5as illustrated-
in Fig . 5.1 for three different plates. lhe following
structures in addition to actuaf vehicfes, were
considered.
(i) hor:-zontal afuminium and. steel plates
(ii) vertj-cal- al-uminium and steef plates
(iii) l-shaped al-uminium and. steef plates.
Hortzonta:- Pl-ate
The behavj-our of the image voltage as a function
of the d.istance for severaf parameter changes using
a lnor:-zontal- steel- plate is as fol-l-ows
(i) Approach Angle 6
The Vn versus D characteristics as a function






















0 - - sEl.ilscR
STEEL PLATE
+LU
Fig. 5 .1 Approach AngJ-e Sand' Incline Angle ep of Steei plate in Relation to the Position
of the Sensor
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two val-ues of induced voltage VO are shown in
X
Figures 5.2r 5.3 and- 5.4, The respective val-ues of
P are ind-icated in Tabl-e 5.1 .
(ii) Incline Angle 0p
The Vn versus D characteristics as a function
of distance D for three vaJues of incli-ne angle nn
are shown in Figures 5.5, 5.6, 5.7 and- 5.8. The
respective values of P are tabul-ated in Table 5 .2.
5.1 .2 Yertical Plate
The image voltage Un as a function of distance D
for a vertical- plate is shown in Fig. 5.9. The
notable feature is that the magnitude of Vn is consid.er-
ably smal-l-er than that obtained. using a horizontal-
plate. The value f or Vn was f ound, to be in the ord"er
of 15/" of that obtained. f or a lnort zontal plate.
5.1 .3 L - Shaped Plate
The V versus D characteristics as a functionp
of approach angle 6 tor several- val-ues of ind.uced
vol-tase V^vru õ  'R* are shown in Figures 5.1O, 5.11, 5,12 and
5.13. Tab]e 5.1 indicates the val-ues of P for four
val-ues of v* Tabl-e 5.4 shows p as a function ofX

















dc = 0 cm
6 = 5deg'









= 250 mYoO 5¡n.
PI P2 P3
22.48 21.20 25.28













15 25 <¡o 50 55-1o -5
D fum)
Fis.5.2(a) Irnaee Voltaqe Characteristic as a flunction
appioach angle 6= 5deg. und VnX = 25OmV'
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lunction ol DisLance D uith
= 500mV.Fis.5.3(b)
Tmaoe Voltaqe Characteristics as a
Appioach Anqfe 6, = 10 deg. and V Rx
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FiS. 5,a(a) Image Voltaqe Characteristics as









































































































0 5 10 20
6 21 .96 21 .51 20.98 20.94
12 24.77 23.90 22.69 23.68
1B 2+.lo 25.94 25.36 25.8t
(¡)
Val-ue of P as a Function of Pl-ate Height h(cm)
and Approach Angle 6 for
( 
") VR = 25omYx
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Frcq, = lilO khz
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Fig. 5.7 Imaqe Voltage C
Incline Angle 0
haracterist,ics as a flunction of Distance D ulith
= 10 deg.p
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of Distance D uith
B1
0p(deSl
h (cm) 0 5
'10 15
6 27.O1 23.05 24.02 26.50
12 27 .14 27.91 24.40 27.O2





as a Function of Plate Height h( cm)






















































































wP = 55 cñ1.
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Image volt,age characteristics for an L-shaped Pfate as a function

















































Image voltage characteristics flor an L-shaped PIate as a function




































Xp = 150 cm.
Yp = L,2 cm'
Zp = /.7 -c rn.
25,78 26.ß 27 .82
I
c{rnr= J'61
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Image Voltage Characteristics flor an L-shaped Plate as a lunction







































TEST CON DITf ON Qeí:
= 100 khz

































l'. i9. 5.11(a) Image Voltage Characteristics














o qo 5c, .J515
Imaqe Voltage Charact'eristÍc lor an L-shaped Plate as a flunction






























hr = 6 cm
h, = 12 crn












































24 '1,/, 25,93 27,65
dc = 0 cm.
6 = 10 deg,
wp = 55 cm.

















ofl Approach AngJ-e 6 = 1D
l(cnr) +
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an L-shaped Plate as a flunction






















































































Fis.5.12(b) Image Voltage Characteristics
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Imaqe Voltage Characterj-stics for an L-shaped
of' Approach Angle 6 = 2O deg. uj-th VO = 25DnY
X
Fis.5.13(a) P1ate as a function
































































L-shaped Plate as a luncLion
=500mU.
X
Fis.5.13(b) Image Voltaqe Characteristics flor an
ol Approach Angle $= 2O deg' uith V*
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Value of P as a
and. Initial Ind-u
Receiver Coil R"
function of Pl-ate Height hí cm)
ced. Vcl-tage VO (mY) i-n the






6 24.88 ?-+.65 23.8+
12 26.70 26.O7 24.97
1B 27 .37 26.87 25.e2
(¡)
Val-ue of P as a Function of Approach Angle 6{de9')
for an L,-shaPed Steel- Plate
(a) vÞ = 25omvttx








6 24.63 25.19 zi .rB 
f, 
.rt
12 25.92 ¿o.+l 26 .is 
lø 
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12 26.13 25.93 2+.98





Voltage Characteristics in the Presence of
Solution.
The behaviour of the image voltage was al-so
examined with the sensor immerséd in a layer of brine
solution. Al_though this test was rather severe , it
provid_ed. the basis for the representation of rtslushtr
which exists on the road surface. Fig. 5.1 4 shows
the image voltage characteristics as a function of
d-istance for several val-ues of height h. The notable
feature demonstrated was that the change in the image
voJ-tage was very marginal. In f act f or values of h
>1Zcm no change was noted-.
5.1 .5 0ther Considerations
The val-ue of P was also noted- for several d.isplace-
ment value" d" of the sensor from the centre positì-on
and. for larger val-ues of h. Since the values were
within the range shown in Tables 5.2 - 5.4, the
graphical representations have been omitted.
5.2 DISCUSSIONS OF THE RESULTS
The range of the values obtained for P with the
ì_mposed_ variations in the external- parameters were
rather remarkable. If we further consid.er the under-
carriage heights encountered in practice, we can
negJ-ect the results for h <12cm. Thus we obtain a range
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FiS. 5.1¿t Irrage \/ ottaqe ilharacten-istics as a Function of Dist'ance D urith the




If we consider the L-shaped plate to resembl-e the
front section of the vehicle, and neglect val-ues of
P obtained, for h <.12cm, we obtain a new range of
values from Table 5.7 which are wel] defined.
Therefore P can be assigned. a value of 27 with a
tolerance of I 4/".
DERIVATION OF P USING ACTUAI VEHICLES
The experimental_ procedure d.iscussed in chapter 4
was repeated using three different makes of vehicles.
The vehicl-es considered were
(i) 19lZ tr'ord Futura
(ii) 1916 ChrYsler Centura
(iii) lgle Datsun 1B0B
The above choices were mad-e on the basis that therrfrontrr
sections of these vehicl-es were sufficiently different
to all-ow satisfactory method of testing the model-
d.ef ined by Eq..( +.1)
The sensor \,vas l_ocated. on the road surface and the
output of the receiver coil- was record.ed aS a function
of distance D, as a vehicle approached the sensor.
Measurement of D was in accordance with our definition
of sectj-orr 4,1 . The experimental- set up is shown
in Fig. 5.15. To have some d.egree of uniformity of
the measurements between the three vehicl-es, D was
referenced with respect to the centre of the front
bumper bar as shown in Fig. 5.16. the approach was
mad.e on the basis Of the regularity of rtflontrr section
'associated. with most vehicles"
l
Fig. 5.15 Experimentaf set up Showing Position of Sensor















Fig. 5.16 Relatlonship Between the sensor and the
ItFrontrt Buroper Bar of the Vehicle
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The magnitud-e of the image voltage as a function
of distance ar:e shown in Fig. 5.17, Fig ' 5 '18 and
Fig. 5.19. The vafues of P for the Ford, the
Centura and the Datsun are shown in Tabl-e 5'5'
A similar characteristic \^ras also plotted for the rr¡s¿¡rr
- section of the Datsur as il-l-ustrated- in Fig . 5 .2O.
The value of P in this case was found to be 26.54.
Two imPortant features
image voltage characterised







The image voltage rises to its peak and then
levelli-ng occurs bef ore it rises again '
The Ford- and. Centura gave this effect '
the image voltage rises to its peak and then
d.ecays. Thj-s eff ect was noted- with tn-e
Datsrm and. is mainJ-y d-ue to the flat coYer-
plate used- in the r.trdercarriage.
5"+ CONCIUSI ONS
TheL-shaped.platead.optedintheexperimenta].
procedure, resul-ted- in a value of P which was f ound
to be substantially constant for values of h)12cm'
The val-ue assi-gned. to P is 27 ihavi-ng a tolerance of
t 4/". This is consistent with the observed range.
If the resul-ts of the horizontaL plate a-re also
















m = 16.25 mV
= 0.60
- 27.01P
Fig. 5.17 Image Voltage characteristics as a function













Fig. 5.18 Image Voltage Characteristic as a f¿nction of
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V.' = 109'5 mVrm
ú = 4'01
P = 27'37
Image Voltage Characteristics as a function of distance for
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P = 26'5t,
Fis. 5.2O Image voltage charact,eristics as a function of distance for the
t'Rea1" Section of a Datsun 1B0B
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ra-






FORD 0.60 16 .25 0.981 27 .ot
CENTURA o.93 24.60 o.gg1 26 .45
DATSUN 4.O1 109.5 o.gB3 2 7.37
Tabl-e 5.5 Val-ue of P for the Front Section of Three
Different Vehicl-es using the Parameters of the
Speed. Mod.el-
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[he va]-ues of P derived using the Vn versus D
characteristics of the lrfrontrr sections of the three
vehlçles were within the expected range and-
correspond-ed- closely to the values obtained- for an
l-shaped plate. lhe recognition and. the subsequent
id.entification process associated with either the
first turning point or the poi-nt of lnflection,
provide the basis for establishing the value of Vpm
It should- be noted. that it is possibl-e other
structures associated with the rrfrontrr bumper-bar
may be encountered- in practice where the value of
P may be outside the expected range. However
limitations of the'approach can only be assessed
through further experimental stud.ies focused- on a
variety of vehj_cl_es and traffic cond.itions which are






In ord.er to estimate the speed of a vehicle
using the output of the sensor descrlbed in
chapter 3, it is necessary to redefine the param-
eters of the fund-amental- speed- equation (2. 4 ) itt
terms of the output characteristics of the receiver
coil Rr. Referring to Er1 . +-1 , the effective
distance D" observed- by the sensor is gì-ven by
V




This resul-ts from the similarity of the
shapes of the vn vs D graphs on which the constancy
'of P is based-. This is il-l-ustrated in Fig. 6.1(a)'
The interva] correspond.ing to D" is d-etermined
by measuring the transition period. of V/t) from V't
























(") Change in ind-uced voltage 1n receiver coil-
as a frrnction of d-istance Ð'
(b)Changeinind-uced-voltageinreceivercoi-]-















which can be rewritten in terms of the measur-




Since units for distance and time in Eq' (6'3)
are cm and seconds respectively, a conversion
factor of O.036 is incorporated to change to















. . .(6 .6)(t 2-t 1)
The resol-ution to which the speed- can be estimated',
however, will depend. on the rel-ative contribution of the
AV*
constant p and the accuracy with which V^ and ï# a'ePm aue
determined.
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The accuracy of the procedure due to the
slight uncertainty associated- with the value of P










is denoted by nt then upon d.ifferentiation
This is plotted. in Fig. 6.2 in terms of percentage
speed- error as a fulction of an incremental- change
AP.
similarly the error associated. with d-etermination





The percentage speed error is plotted in Fig . 6.1












The behaviour of the error j-s simil-ar to the previous



































Fig. 6,2 Percentage Speed Error in Terms of the
Deviations About P'
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6.2 IDENTIFICATION OF THE PEAK VAIUE OF THE IMAGE VOLTAGE
the model d-ef ined. by Eq..(6.4) for speed
measurements requires identification of Vpm
To d.efine a suitable criteria for detection of Vrì inr-m
real ti-me the properties of Vo prior to, and in the
vicinity of, the peak must be examined.. Qbservations
of the change in image voltage resul-ting from an
approaching vehicle as d.escribed- in Section 5,3
provided us with two cases of interest.
(i) V-.(t) rises to its peak and- then d.rops.
!
This is illustrated in Fig . e.4(a) .
(ii)V-^(t) rises to its peak and then levellingp'
occurs before it rises again.
This is shown in Fig. 6.4(b).
p (t) may be defined as
...(6.10)
a2v
In case (i) the peak of V








In case (fi), the curve passes from below the















Behaviour of v*(t) Prior to and in the vicinity
of the Peak 
P'
(a) V (t) rj-ses as a non d-ecreasing function toP' its peak before d-ecaYing








negative to positive, thus we l-ook f or
. . . (6.t2¡
d.t
since the derivatives are tta posteriorrr function
d-erived. from the received signal, they can only be
formufated at times (t+¡t). Although we require at
least a one step memory, for smal-l val-ues of Àt, the
process can be considered_ to operate al-most in real-
time.
6.3 CIRCUIT REALIZAIION
The bock diagram and. the rel-evant waveform for
the speed. measuring system is shown in Fig. 6.5.
The circuit basically consists of six main se"tiorlË.
.Receiver Amplifier
This i-s a narrow band. tuned. circuit receiver
having a centre frequencX fo= IOOKHz and- a band-wid-th
AB= 5KHz. The circuit consists of a two stage unity
þain power amplifier and provid.es the matching between













































































Fig. 6 . 5 (b ) Wavef orms f or Speed Measuring Circuit
t
11 6
6 .3 .2 Demodula bor
, The circuit shown in Fig. 6.6 uses a phase-l-ock
loop (pt,l-,) which func1 ions as a synchronous AM
74
cletectór ancl l-ock onto the carcter of the AM Signal
'(lOOKHz) 
"o that 
the voltage controlled oscillator
(VCO) output, has the same fr:equency as that of the
carrier but no amplitud.e modul-ation. The demodul-ated
AM is obtained by multiplying the vco signal with the
rnodulated input signal and. then filtering the output
to remove al-l- trut the d.iff erence frequency components.
when the frequency of bhe input signal is identical
to the free running frequency of the vco, the J-oop goes
into lock with these signal s 9Oo out of phase '
If the input signal is now sh.iftecl 9oo so that it is in
phase with the VCO signal and. the two signals are mixed
j-n a second phase comparator, the average DC value
(difference frequency component) of the phase comparator
output wil-l- be d.irectly proportional to the amplitud.e
of bhe input signal. Thus, the method- is essentially
a coherent detector which involves averagi-ng of two
compared-signalsoandthereforeoffersagoodimmunity
against ignition noise'*
Igniti.on noise covers the ranqe 200KllZ - 3Ol!1llz
117
Thecircui.bremovesthebiaswhic}iexisbsclueto
carrier and produces the image voltage Vn resulting
from the presence or the passage of a vehic.l-e' This
arrangement is parti-cular:ly importanb in compensating
f or slow changes d.ue to environment ' This is shown in
Fig.6.T.Thecircuitalsoprovidesthevehic]-ecount
information.
6 .3 .4 Diff erentiator
8B
6.1 .7 Dif f erence Signal Generato-tr
6.7 .')
The operation of the circuít shown in
is based on the time d-erivative definition
dependen b vol bage








input signal at times t and"t+atand subtract one from
the other) are used. The value of At is set by an
external cl-ock and- is selected- according to the
frequency range of the input signal'
Divicler
75
This technique uses J-ogarithnic conve| bers as
shown in Fig. 6.9 for dividing two analogue signals.
In ad_dition,the arrangement provides the necessary


































































































































Fig. 6.9 Divider / Scal-er
122
6.3.6 Time Generator
The time generator provides the clocking information
as to the instant when a parbicul_ar process such as
storage of V- , d-ivision etc. , is to cotnmence..U ,m
6.4 EXPERIMENTAI RESULTS
signatures* of several veh,icl-es were recorclecl 
'by
clri.ving the vehicl-es a b cons tant speed over the Sensoll
sj_ buabecl on bhe roacl surface ab a conLrol-Ied experimental
site wi i,hin Lhe Philips aTea ab liendon, s.A. The bloclt
diagrarn ol_ the data accluisition .systetn using the
76-84
signetics microprocessor AllC 15OO card ancl ad-d-itional
memories , is shown in I¡ig. 6 . 1 0. The digi Iized
cLaL-a was subsequenbly punched and. used as the i-nput to
the University's CDC 64OO Computer.
Signatures f or 72 tr'or:cl Iubura, "16 Centura and '76
Datsun 1 BOts aTe shov¡n in 1llig. 6 .11 , Iig. 6 .12 and lig.
6.13 lrespectively. In or<1er to ol¡bain the speed, the
ini tial payt of the waveforms were analysed using the
morlel. rlefinecL by Eq.(6.4) in a.ccorclance with the
idcrrl;il.'i.r;¿rLion c.r'i.l,cÏia oJ' lr-t:Li-t'rlt 6,2. The
d.ifferentiation subroutine used on the data is shown in
Appendix V. The results of the procedure are given in
Table 6.1 .
Tabl-e 6.2 shows the comparison between the values





















NOTE: ( 1) A,/D converier tyPe AD'755D
(Analog Devices)
(2) Samplì.ng period of 0.6 mSec
is chosen on the basis of the
availabil-e memory caPacitY and
vehicle speed z}Kn/h
Fig. 6.1O BJ-ock Diagram - Data Acquisition System
75
Time Scate = 5 mSec/ Div.
Vertical Scate Factor= 0-75 mV / Div.








Fig. 6 11 Characteristic Signature for 1g7Z Ford Futura
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Characteristic Signature for 1976 Chrysler Centura
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Time Scate = 2.5 mSec/Dlv
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ITime Scale : J.SmSec/Div. <<i d Hi
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Iorcl 358.3 16.51 20.3 21,1 21,9
Cen bura 799.3 2/.,92 30 .2 31.3 32.5
Datsurt 2276.1 1 r 0.64 19.3 20.0
20.7
Tabl e 6.1 Value of speed using three values for P
Vehicle S le=zr
Kn/h
Speed usi'ng Vehicle Length
ty¡ (Secì 1_ 1cm) 51 ( Kn/h)
Ford 21.1 0.78 469 21.6
C en tura 31.3 0.499 4s8.5 32.9
Da bsun 20.0 0.815 lr19 18. 5
,Iabl e 6. 2 Compari-son of the Vehicl-e Speed.s using the





of speed- d-erived- from the speed model and that obtained
using the vehicl-e length I,n and period- t, Siven bX
I




m = vehicle length specified by manufacturer
in ( cm)
I
L = peri-od d-uring which the sensor is occupied"
by the vehicle (seconds).
The val-ues of t, for the three vehicles are
obtained. from figures 6.11(a) e.13(a) respectively.
To check the speed information derived- from the
mod-el, two ad.ditional speed measuring teclmiques were
al-so implemented .
The first used the transit time of the vehicfe over
a known distancSs. Usinc pq..( 2.+) the speed. So. was
then calculated. lhe """orrd method used the 
vehi-cl-ers
speed.ometer read.ing to give an approximate speed.
ind.ication S-.. In ad-d.ition the Ford. Futura was fitted
U'86
with a futly styled digital d-ashboard. The error
aSsociated with this arrangement was I S digit.
-Tabl-e 6.7 provid.es a comparison between the three
techniques. The speed error is referenced with respect










21.1 3.t,' 20.1. 20Fo.rd.
3.330 .3 30 3l .3Centura
1.,219.2 20 20,0Dat swt
Itu slr'r, x 1000/oPercent SPeed- Error =
Tabl-e 6.3 Cotnparison Between the Speed Values






relatively simple technique for estimating the vehiclers
speed. in real_ ti_me using a single vehicl-e sensor.
.A]though the recording of data and the subsequent analysis
were carried out f or onJ-y three vehicl-es, the results
using the speed- mod-el- were consistent with those obtained.
from conventional techni-ques, from which it can be d.educed
that the speed mod.el may be used as arl al-ternative speed
measuring procedure with an accuracy of I ,/".
Since the errors associated- with the id-entification
and- the measurements of the V.^ and- d, are circuibPmr
orientated, thêir effects have been exclud.ed in the
error assessment. The notable feature of the proposed
circuit ís the ability of the difference sj-gnal- generator
to vary its reference l-evel continuously so that
automatíc compensation is achieved- for sl-ow environmenta-l-
changes.
Although some d-rift problems were encountered with
the analog secti-ons, the circuit has provid.ed the basis
for future apporach in the d.evelopment of the integrated"





The basic concepts associated with non contact
id.entification of vehicles and- their subsequent
classificati-on involve the d-etection of some form of
rad.j-ated or refl-ected energy from the vehicl-e. When
a vehicl-e moves over the vehicle sensor described in
Chapter 7 t"he irregulatities in the undercarriage height,
is reflected. in terms of a time varying voltage Vp(t)
known as the rtsi-gnaturerr of the vehicl-e. Ihis
characteristic has been demonstrated- in Chapter 6 by
Fig. 6.11, Fig. 6.12 anô. Fig. 6.13.
Therefore in this section, the suitability of the
coupled coils vehicle sensor is investigated. for the
purpose of vehicle identificâtion in terms of vehicl-e
grouping and cl-assification.
' Al-though at first sightr processing of the
signature in frequency d,omain seems to be the obvious
approach, due to the cost and complexity of the hard-ware,
the tecLrnique was not used. The afternative method
14o
adopted for investigation looks for a suitabl-e criteria
using the amplitud.e characteristic of the signature.
7.2 VEHICLE IENGTH MEASURM{ENI
One of the parameters required. for the ld.entification
process is the vehicle length 1,o. From Eq..(2.5) and-
Eq.(6.7) we obtai-n an expression for the vehicle length
tr" given by
t ( "r) ...(7.1)\^/
where
t, = period- the sensor is occupied-
It has been d.emonstrated. in Fig. 4.2 (Chapter 4) that the
magnitude of the image voltage Vn as a function of
approach d.istance D is depend.ent on height h and- commences
to increase when the plate is several centimeters from
the sensor. Therefore the measurement of the interval
al the instant in which voltage change occurs results
in a vehicl-e length which 1s slightly larger than the
actual rrmechanicalrr length of the vehlcle. This is
known as the rtEl-ectrical-Ît J-ength I, and deviates from
e





The similarity of shapes of the Vn vs D graphs
or, rhi"h tn" constancy or P d-epends as discussed in
Chapter 5, results also in an approximately constant
ratio given bY
Vn
ð = -'t .,.Q.5)e v-oo
where
U" = length constant
Vd = image voltage at D = 0
141
o
From the V vs D characteristics shown in Chapter 5,
IJ
Tab]es 7.1 7.4 are d.erived showing the val-ue of Ú"
as a function of the various parameters such as V* ,
X
6 and e-. f f we consid.er Tabl-e 7.4 and assume
-p
that the I - Shaped plate corresponds to the front
section of the vehicl-e and for practical values of the
rmdercarriage we neglect h <1Zcm, then we obtain a vafue




Thus vehicle length may be estimated- from the time
interval- between the initial rise of voltage through
the val-ue of 0.5V- and- 1ts subsequent fall through
Pm











18 2 .41 2.53
(¡)
Value of U" as a function of Plate Height
h(cm) and. pproach Angle 6 (Aeg. )
( ") vD = z5omyIL x
(¡) vR = 5oomv
x
d"s) n 20




Iabl-e 7 .2 Value ot Íe as a function of Plate Height h( cm)






0 5 10 15
6 7.48 3.50 7.75 3.70
12 2.78 7.15 3.56 3.50
tõ o trtr 2.go 1.28 3.30
V ( mV )
( )h CM
250 500 1 000 2000
6 2 .41 a7aa- o )t) Le 1l 2.70
12 2.30 2.11 226 2.21
1B 2.12 2.OO 2 00 I ñ'7
labl-e 7 "3 Val-ue of Ne as a function of Plate Height h( cm)' and. Initial Induced. Voltage Vn*(,oV) for an






6 2.38 2.78 2.55
12 oa- 11 2 .10 2.18
18 2.OO 2.O1 2.Og
(¡)
Table 7.4 Value of ye as a function of Pl-ate Height h(cm)
and. Approach Angle 6 (aeg. ) for an I - Shaped-
Steel Pl-ate
(a) v = 25Om'[Ro.
(¿"s) tt 5 10
6 2.40 tao 2.31
12 2,.30 2.30 .) )F.
1B 2 .10 2.OO 2.OO
(u ) vRx = 5OOmV
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The d-etermination of the time at which the image
voltage reaches 0.5v-f., implies short term memory of the}/
rise; this can be achieved- with the availab]e charge
coupled- stores.
Themeasuringtechniquedescribed-inChapterS,
parti-cularly the rel-ationship between the point of
measurement on the vehicle and. the sensor shown in Fig.5-16,
provides a vehicle length which is d-ifferent to that
specifi-ed by the motor vehicl-e manufacturers'
The d-i-screpency is mainly d.ue to the variatlons in the
position of the rrfrontrt and- rrrearrr bumper barS. However,
this approach provides a more stabl-e measuring technique
due to the mechanical- unì-formity associated" with this
region of the vehicl-e.
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for ttfrontrr section of a vehicle




for the rtrearrr section of a vehicl-e
I
IJ = i-ntervaf correspond.ing to(V and- V
2
V D
The d-efinitions of these parameters are il-l-ustrated in






















Iìi cr -7 ) \T al!!6' !t' vcnicle length Definition for ld.entification in terms of uMechanical-u andI'Electricaf" Lengths
1+e
Tabl-e 7 .5 shows val-ues of f,o for the three
a
experimental vehicl-es derived from Eq.(7.6) and Figures
6.11(a), 6.12(a) and- e .13(a). The correspond.ing values
of vehicLe length as specified. by the vehicle manufacturers
are also included for comparíson. Sinc" f, is
a
'insensitive to changes in the magnitude of V* , it is
X
used as the first parameter for vehicle identification.
7.1 VEHICIE SIGNATURE
The second parameter consid-ered for investigation
is the ratio € (") obtained from the time d-erivative
of the vehicl-ets signature defined- as
kEØ)=+
kn+l
n = 1,2r3, ...0.t)
where
thk : interval correspondì-ng to the i po sit ive
t_
section of the differentiated signal
This is iltustrated in Fig. 7.3. The obvious
feature of €(n) is that it is independ-ent of the
varj-ations of V* and- the vehicl-e speed, and can be
x
obtained. from the vehicl-esr signature using simpJ-e
logic d.esi-gn procedures.
In ad.d-ition, the number of trpeakstt appearing in
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: . ks=9'1 i
Fig. 1.3(a) the Signature for 1972





































































































































srnifut {u tn untr-iln n. - o -
k,= 17.6 f
Vp(t )
Di ff erenti ated
Zero Crossrng
.. .¡.... _ _ _a _ .ù _.. ¡tÍtf¡r'








































Fig. 7.3(b) lhe Signature for 1976 Chrysler Centura showing the Paramters for
Derivation of E (n) and- e -
Time Scate
SP









































































































































kl 13.5 kz = 8'5
t)
* ' * " D if f ere nt i ated Sig nal'





























1.3(c) the Signature for 1976 Datsun lBOB showing the Parameters for
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Fig. 7.3(d) The Signature for Bedford- Truck showing the parameters for




Time Pararce bers(mS 1
mafnmìt f.o t fo tv
FORD 469 35 20 710 448
CENTURA 458 5 5 7.5 +25 780
DATSUN 419 30 15 600 Z5R
Tabl-e 7.5 Comparison between the rrMechanicalrr length 1*
and. the L,ength l- used- for ld-entificationfla
!l
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Examination of the wavefo.rms in Append-ix IV
(although not anal_ysed) in¿l-cate that Np may be as high
as 6, and therefore five separate values of €(") may be
expected.. Tabte 7.6 shows values of €(") for four
vehicl-es includ.ing a 1976 Bedford truck'
Since the elements of E(n) are directly related
to the number of peaks, Np appears redundent and can be
neglected-.
The final parameter which enabl-es further
reflnement of the id.entifation process is designated-
byÞwhich j-s d.efined by the logi-c state.
I O ' absence of the point of infl-ectíon
+ ...(7.e)
tl t presence of the point of infl-ection
This is referred to the initial- section of the
signature and. is determined in accordance with the critería
d.eveloped in chapter 6, using the second and third
d-erivatives. Tabl-e 7.7 shows val-ues of Qfor four vehicfes'
7.4 IDENTIFICATIONPROCESS
. For the id.entification processreach group of
simj-l-ar vehicles (vehicl-es of same make and model) aTe
assigned a cl-assification code G defined by











FORD -z¿.) o.7 1.6 u. t 0
CENîURA 2.8 0.8 1 6 o.4 o
DAISUN 1 6 1.+ 1 7 0.5 U
BEDFORD
TRUCK
3.8 o.4 0 o o









Fig. 7 "7 Identification Parameter Q for Four Different
Vehicl-es
15e
The number of el-ements used. from t can be tailored to
meet the required rtf al-se al-armrr rate.
The cl-assification cod.es for the vehicl-es are
then d.erived from Tables 7 .5 , 7 .6 and. 7 .7 . For example,
G for 1972 Ford. Futura, 1976 Chrysler Centura and 1976





o;'l , 1 .6,
0.8, 1 .6 ,








Although the overal-1 system i-mplication of the
identification process has not as yet been fully explored
in regard.s to brnad. class of veh-i-cles, the concept appears
simple and. more importantly it can be i-mplemented- in real-
time. [he manner i-n which the c]-assif i-action codes for
the various vehicles are stored and the procedure for
signature matching are the subject of future inve.stigations.
Although at this stage d.etailed. analysis of the
signature due to the vehicl-e l-ateral- displacement has
not been mad-e, observation of several signatures as
.shown in Append-ix IV have indicated that both Q and f,
?ppear reasonably stabl-e. Moreover, only one or two
a
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elements of t(") seem to deviate slightly from the
specified values. However it is expected that in the
search procedure for signature matching these d-eviations




CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
INTRODUCTION
Experimental- observations associated with the
behaviour of the change in the ind.uced voltage of two
ind.uctively coupled. coil-s in the presence of a
conducting surface provided the basis for the derivation
of a constant parameter. This was d.esignated- by P
and was found. to have value of 27 t 5/" for an L-shaped-
plate. A theory based on this parameter, was sub-
sequently d.eveloped. which enabl-ed the estimation of
the vehicte speed. with an accuracy in the order of
t 5/" for most vehicles.
It has been further demonstrated that using the
characteristic signature of a vehicl-e derived from a
singl-e passive sensor embed,d.ed under the road surface,
it is possible to obtain the three traffic parameters;
count, speed and identification (in terms of vehicle
grouping). Although the evaluations were restricted
to three vehicles, the observation of the signatures
for a broader class of vehicl-es, shown in Append.ix IV,
has provid.ed. further assurance regarding the validity
of the experimental resul-ts. It is al-so noted that
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the initial rise of signatures of these vehicl-es
fall-s within the two identification criteria as
defined in Chapter 6rfor speed measurement.
Atthough further research is still rectruired for
the vehicl-e rrgroupil id.entif ication techrlique, the
stability of the signature shown in Append.ix IV for
various vehicle displacements, are encouraging.
The parameters used in the vehicfe's classification
code have been found. to be insensitive to many of the
changes encountered in real traffic situations and
environment.
Fina11y, in situations where P lies outside the
expected range , after the identification process, it
is envisaged. that a correcti-on factor can be incorpor-
ated. so that the speed is within the !5/" accuracy.
ACCEIERATI ON MEASURHVIENTS
A further parameter which has been fould to provide
useful- informatj-on in the control of traffic signals at
an intersection is the vehicl-ers accel-eration. This
parameter becomes particu-LarJ-y important when semi-
trailers, caravans or commercial vehicles are involved.
When one of these vehicles is approaching or crossing
a controlled intersection, the knowJ-edge of speed,
classification cod.e and acceleration enabl-es the traffic
signals to be adjusted. so that the vehicle clears the
intersection before the traffic signals are changed.
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It should. be noted- that in the absence of such
information, a complete cycle change of the traffic
signals is possibl-e while the vehicl-e is progressing
through the intersection. Tn ord.er to obtain the
vehicle's acceleration, the section of the signature
correspondì-ng to the trrearrr bumper-bar can be
processed. in the same manner as that shown in chapter
6. However in this instance, short term storage of
waveform is necessary. The acceleration information
may be computed using the two speed informations '
8.3 CONCIUSIONS
The magnitude of the research and the experimental
work were found. to be beyond that foreseen at the
commencement of the feasibility study and the scope of
this thesis. limitations of the approach as rel-ated
to actual- highway traffic can only be assessed through
further experimental- stud.ies focused on a variety of
vehicles and traff ic cond.itions. However it is
conctrud.ed that this development ful-fil-s many of the
requirements of the modern traffi-c monitoring and
control- systems, âs discussed in Chapter 1 '
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APPENDIX I
DERIVATION OF INDUCED VOLTAGE IN RECEIVER COII
I. i Derivation of the Magnetic Field Component
To obtain an analytic solution for the
modified. field pattern and hence the induced
voltage in the receiving coi-l in the presence
of a vehicle, the undercarriage can be represent-
ed by an infinite conducting plane.
We can appfy the image theory concept and
derive expressions for the magnetics field. compon-
ents.
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The magnetic vector potential A at a distant
point from an el-emental current loop can be
derived. with reference to Fig. I.1
For any point P(r, oró) at whlch Ã is to be
found, some current elements Id/ are oriented. such
that they produce components of A in directions


















Magnetic Vector Potential Representation




By the s¡rmmetry of the loop, equal and. opposite
amounts of such components exist. As a result Ã
is ø directed and is ind-epend.ent of the value of ó
at which it is to be f ound.. tr'or convenience, we
choose to cal-culate A at the point ( r, o, o ) .
The þ- d.t-rected contribution of a differential-




Where R is the d.istance l7-r I from the element












. . . (r.4)
The d-istance R can be expressed. as
2 aoLLT+A 2raCosY)R (
Now r0os/ is the pro jection of T on'bo the
radius line dl
ra}osY = raSinoCosf ...(r.5)
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For r>>a we can approximate
R + r( 1 -zfsinoco ,ó)È ...(r.6)









The components of magnetic f l-ux d ensity may be
found from

































m = NIA" p"
,¡¡r = ef fective permeabitity of material










When a cond-ucting surface is brought above the
coil-s to satisify the bound-ary cond-itions we can
remove the interface and replace it with an image












Representation of the Image Coil in Terms


























lhe magnetic' fiel-d- d.ue to the transmitter co1l
at the receiver coil- in the absence of the interface





DERIVATION OT' P BASED ON I'SCATTERIIDI' POINTS
In ord.er to obtain a straight line of best f1t
the least-squares linear regression method- is used.
The equation for the l-inear section of the Vn
versus D curve, is shown in Fig.(+,2) and is given
by
V = dD ...(rr.l)p
The slope in terms of a l-ine of best fit which minim-
izes the sum of the squares of the d-eviation of the
71data points can be written as
i












































To d.etermine the degree of association between the
variabl-e
coefficient T is examined.
















Eq.. ( II . 1 ) can be re-written in terms of Pq. ( II.2) and














BEHAVIOUR OF TH!,' IMAGE VOITAGE IN TERMS OF THE
DISTANCE BET1VEEN A CONDUCTING SURFACE AND THE SENSOR
In order to have some ind.ications regard.ing the
behaviour of the chan8e Vn in the ind.uced voltage V*
as a conducting pJ-ate approaches the coil-s r â simple
mod.el was d.eveloped" .
The image was assumed- to have constant intensity
having the co-ordinates shown in Fig. III.i.
The approximate fiel-d- at the receiver coil- due
to the moving image is obtained by consld.ering the
magnetic field H¿ thus
Hø = -Hrr sinØ+Hur ce5@ ...(rrr.l)
After rotation of the axis as shown in Fig. III.1 this
is re written as
H SinØ+H CosØyz . . . (rrr.2)
Substituting for H.. and H- in (f f f .Z)
J2


















Co-ordinates for the Geometry of the Receiver
Coil- R-- in terms of a Moving Image CoiJ- duq toX










After re-arranging we obtaj-n
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Zflr'




Substituting for r, e and. þ we have
x
Hø
mn I r zn\Z**2*d.21u'ÅL' J
1ô^
( x¿+d ¿+ xd- )
. .(rrr.12)
..(rrr.l3)
ç.7 -a2.-2drr)-n I zr. C'2 * d2, 
*-.] 
) I





mn' x -2hø l.'* (zn¡2lvz
which is the sarne as Eq. 1.11.
The image voltage as a functj_on of distance d
using Eq.(7.16) ls given by
^rf
1
Vp (2h) +X *a21u; ( d +xd.)
aaaa- X+
2n(x2+d.2 ..(rrr.r+)
The plot of Vn as a functi-on of d for several val_ues
of height h is given in Fig III.2 . Experimental
val-ues for simi-lar conditions are al_so plotted.
The relati-onship between D and d is given by
yp
D- d-T ..(rrr.rr)
v = l,Vidth of the conducti_ng plate
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APPENDIX IV
CHARACTERISTIC SIGNAIURES OF VEHICLES
IV.1 WAVEFgRMS
Ihis section j-s a supplement to Chapter 6 and
Chapter 7 and shows. the photographs of the signatures
for several vehicl-es. These are demonstrated by
Figures IV.i IV.11.
rv .2 IATERAI DISPIACEVIENT OF VEHICLES FROM CENTRE POSITION
Signatures associated with -Lateral- d-isplacement
of severaL vehicles from centre position as shown in
Fig. IV.12, are.also il-lustrated in Figures IY.13 -
rv.15.
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Fig. IV. 1. Signature for Fiat 124
trig. IV. 2, Signature for 1969 Hillman Hunter
17e
Fig. IV. 3. Signature for H.Q. Hotrden Station lnlagon
Fig. IV. 4, Signature for 1976 Ford Escort Panel Van
179
Fig. IV.5. Signature for 1976 VW Passat
Fig. IV.6. Signature for 1976 Lancer
180
Fig. LV,7. Signature for 1974 Volvo 164
Fie. fV. B. Signature f or 1976 Valiant Statíon h/agon
1B1
Fig. tV. 9, Signature for 1972 Ford Futura











Fig. IV.12 T-.,ateral Displacement of vehicle in Relation
to the Sensor
' (a) Centre Position
(b) left Ðisplacement












Signature for 1972 Ford tr'utura
) vefricte Left Displacement, dc









trig. fV. l4 Signature for 1976 Chrysler Centura
(.) Vehicle I-,eft Displacement, d.c = 60




Signature for 1969 irJ'tllman Hunter
Vehicle I-eft Displacement, dc =
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It can even identify some types of vehicle
cross¡ng ¡t. This has not prev¡ously been

















Vehicle Monitoring on Airports
¡ This device was developed jointly with the
University of Adelaide, Department of Electrical
Engineering.
For further information contact








PSF1 Traffic Controller Technical Notes
Conlroller Module AssemblY.
The controller, which is completely self-
conla¡ned, incorporates an I b¡t micro-processor, non-
volatile sol¡d state memory, input and output isolat¡on,
system monitoring and clock Sol¡d state cìrcuitry is used
throughout, assembled on plug-in cards which mount in
an international standard lrame
All outside information requ¡red by the processor
¡s presented to the ¡nput ports via optical isolators. As well
as lantern power switchìng, the output ports drive 22
control panel lighl emitting diodes (LEO's) which
cont¡nuously d¡splay the operation of the programme A
combination ol I LED's and an I posit¡on row seleclor
sw¡tch provides a display of 64 b¡ts making a total
sottware intormat¡on display of 78 bits. An add¡tional 40
LED's continuously monitor the hardware.
Additional hardware is used to mon¡lor correct
operation of the system power supplies and time outthe
main programme. A mains derived clock provides the
controller t¡ming
The processor memory, which has a maximum
s, is made uP of a non-volatile
both the main Programme and the
necessary, the information may be
erased by exposure to high level ultra-violet radiation and
fresh data permanently implanted. A Random Access
Read/Wr¡te Memory ¡s provided lor all variable data such
as t¡mers and stored demands. Up to 92 lour bit plug
switches sel the various lime periods and are read by the
processor as memory
Software.
The main loop and facil¡ty mon¡tors are
ìnterrupted every 50 m sec, by the RTC programme A lull
¡nterrupt with "save and restore" technique is utilised and
a !ibrary ol 40 sub-routines is provided. The total slave
controller programme occupies 2.5Kl8 words and the
traffic actuated programme up to 4.5K/g words
The programme start-up ¡s lully automalic and
lhe reading of 5 RA¡,4 locat¡ons ensures an unambiguous
start.
Safety Features.
A watchdog t¡mer is used to ensure that key
parts of the programme are bein
satislactory rate. A second chec
attempted colour change lrom g
leatures ar€ lurlher enhanced by the complete
reassessm€nt ol the state ofthe intefsection 4 t¡mes per
second
The f¡nal level of protection is provided by hard
wired conflicting green lock-out
lntersection Descr¡ption or Trallic Strategy.
Provis¡on is made in the sottware for the traffic
engìneer to present a detailed description ol the
intersection to the controller without programm¡ng
knowledg€. This descriPt¡on determines the manner ¡n
which thê lollow¡ng lac¡lities are util¡sed:
4 phases (extendablê to 7 by spec¡tying t¡me
switch shar¡ng)
1 2 3 colour vehiclê asPect grouPs.
4 pedestrian movements.
1 6 detector inPUts
1 2 presence tim€rs
A general table establishes the common coloul
sequsnces, special conditions, indexablo special
conditions and saquenca timers.
Phasing deta¡ls are describêd w¡th respect to the
total vehicl€ aspects us€d, total Phases used, aspects
nom¡netâd as special movements, proh¡bited phasê
sequences and tþe sw¡tch sharing
Pedestrian movements cân be described in
rêspsct ot phases in which they may be introduced,
phases in conflict with psdestrian movaments, pedostrian
introduclion/reintroduction requirements, aulomat¡c
¡ntroduct¡on requ¡rements, term¡nations and tlags for
pedeslrian overlap.
ln the case ol tlaffic actuated slrategy, the
following instructions may be added to the intersection
description:
o Correlat¡on of detectors associated with
presence t¡mers, phases, aspecls and use of
variable in¡tial 9reen.
a Specilicat¡on of conditional detector funct¡ons
a Max¡mum length of detection s¡gnal.
a Headway time range oi 1 00 m.sec. or 200
m.sec
a ldentificat¡on of phases with mdimum
feversion feature
a Use of maximum variable ¡n¡t¡al green in the
event of maximum reversion.
a Link¡ng instructions
Each aspect may have a table def¡ning 4 special
cond¡lions lrom an assorlment ol 80 lf all stated
conditions are tulfilled, the aspect colour is controlled by
the sequence t¡mer and the 4 colour sequences stated ¡n
the table
Provision ¡s also made to deline pedestr¡an
movement overlaps between phases when required
Sem¡conductor Memory Card - This card, whìch ¡s illuslrat¡ve
ol lhe size ol all logic cards w¡thin lhe controller, measures
1 1 I mm x 178 mm and calìes the 4,000 word instruction progrem
necessary lor control ol ell inlerseclions Each ol the 1 6 semi
conductor "ch¡ps" caries 2048 bits ol ¡nlormation psrmanently
implanted by voltage charge
Phi li ps Trqff ic Control lf,,l 
S ZSType PSF1
a joint development proiect with the















Supplement to ChaPter 1
Philips Universal Traffic Controller
Type PSFI
The PSFl Traffic Controiler is
the result of an eighteen months R. &
D. project undertaken forthe N.S.W.
Department of Motor Transport to
develop a universal controller
capable of fulfilling the exacting
requirements of the Departmeñt.
The operational logic,
consisting of an I bit micro-
processor
functions, s andsignallant all
signaltimi
storage, monitoring and fail-safe
override. The instruction description
is introduced to the operational'logic
from look-up tables siored in non-"
and
rs
Until now, traffic enigineering
strategies have been limited by thé
capabilities of the intersection-
controlle¡.. By designing a micro-
computer and adapting it to traffic
control, the Philips Systems
Engineering Centre has removed
these_ limitations, thus making it
possible to provide traffic strãtegies
better suited to the needs of both the
motorist and the pedestrian.
A moulded fibreglass housing
of reduced size and with single doo"r
access allows the controller to be
mounted against the building
alignment, thus reducing street
obstruction.





I I I I aboveR¡qhrt
I I I I therronlpa¡el' I I I eleclroniccirc
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Above Left - After remov¡ng lhe input/output plúgs from the rear
ol the assembiy, the complete controtler may be removed by
s¡mply lilting away kom lhe p¡vot stots. The field removal
operal¡on can be completed ¡n less lhan one (1 ) m¡nute
Lett- The grey fibreglass cabinet measurìng 130 cm x 70 cm x
40 cm ¡s designed to provide a sl¡m, low prolile appearance when
insta¡led at an intersecl¡on. The single door access allows the
equipment lo be ¡nstailed at the buitd¡ng or feoce alignment, thus
improving lhe kerbs¡de view. The cabinet door is l¡tted w¡th two
locks so that only author¡sed personnel may have access to the
equipment
the currenl phase, next phase,



























































































The output essor drive 22 control panel LED indicators d¡splaying 78 software parameters such as phase sequence steps,phase demands and . Additionally, 40 LEo'i provlde continuous moi'itórini oi tre naraware inctuJint p;*;; il;ty. N¡nêty-rwo 4 b¡ton the right hand -id the intersect¡on stralegy.
